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Alpha-1 Canada Response to the CADTH Draft Recommendation: Stakeholder Feedback on Alpha1-
proteinase inhibitor (human) (Zemaira) 

Alpha-1 Canada welcomes the opportunity to provide stakeholder feedback regarding the Zemaira CADTH draft 
recommendation. On behalf of our staff, board of directors and the patient community that we serve, we would 
like to thank the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technologies in Health (CADTH) for conducting a rigorous 
review and for the thorough engagement with our organization throughout the process.   

Alpha-1 Canada was reassured that the Canadian Plasma-Related Expert Committee (CPEC) used data from 
clinical studies proving that augmentation therapy can maintain protective levels of AAT; moreover, that 
augmentation formulations are disease-modifying plasma protein therapies to treat severe alpha-1 deficiencies, 
limited to SZ, ZZ, and null genotypes, and some of the rare variants that are considered equivalent.  

Alpha-1 Canada is pleased with the CADTH draft recommendation and deems the criteria outlined in the 
recommendation as satisfactory and the groundwork for establishing a new category/class on the Canadian 
Blood Services national formulary.  Establishing a dedicated augmentation therapy category on the Canadian 
Blood Services Plasma Protein & Related Products Formulary, to protect the health of Canadian alpha-1 
patients, will contribute to an increased quality of life for Canadian alpha-1 patients and reduce the cost on the 
broader health care system.  

The Canadian Plasma-Related Expert Committee agreed with the clinical experts that reimbursement criteria 
should be identical for both Zemaira and Prolastin-C, which warrants a broader examination regarding how 
additional brands of augmentation therapy can be listed and accessed through the nation’s blood operator, 
recognizing that acute shortages can, and have occurred in the supply of IG and PPPs over the past few 
decades. This will also ensure business continuity for the nation’s blood operator and uninterrupted supply for 
Canadian patients.  

Due to alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency being a rare disease and the only specific treatment being a plasma-protein 
augmentation therapy, there is a high cost associated with the treatment. This is not dissimilar to other rare 
disease treatments and other plasma protein products that are listed with the nation’s blood operator; hence, the 
suggested reduction in price of Zemaira at 93% is not aligned with other PPPs. The costs associated with 
providing augmentation therapies should be commensurate with other plasma protein products considering the 
comparable fractionation processes involved. PPPs are high-cost therapies for rare blood disorders; hence, 
listing and purchasing PPPs through Canadian Blood Services’ pan-Canadian approach gives provincial and 
territorial health systems bulk-buying power; however, a 93% reduction in price for Zemaira is not feasible, 
considering it is a biologic.  

Alpha-1 Canada values the Canadian Plasma-Related Expert Committee’s assessment of Zemaira for the 
treatment of severe alpha-1 antitrypsin deficiency. The nefarious nature of this disease has no bounds and 
therefore cannot be properly managed in a country where there has been such an unpredictable patchwork of 
care. The historical inequities in access to augmentation therapy, both with public and private payers has been 
dire for severely affected alpha-1 patients in Canada; therefore, our organization commends CADTH and the 
CPEC for validating the benefits of augmentation therapy, so we can now move forward with establishing an 
equitable pathway for Canadian alpha-1 patients to access the only specific therapy to treat this genetic disease.   

Angela Diano, Executive Director 
Submitted March 31, 2022 
 




